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Abstract 
Visweswaran, S.. Prime divisors of powers of ideals in some Laskerian rings. Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 73 (1991) 203-209. 
Let R be a Noetherian domain. Let I be a nonzero proper ideal of R such that for all prime 
ideals Q associated to the ideal I, the associated graded ring of R with respect to Q is an 
integral domain. Let S be a subring of R such that I is contained in S and S/Z is a 
zero-dimensional Laskerian ring. Then for any proper ideal B of S there exists a positive integer 
‘m’ depending on B, such that the set of associated prime ideals of B” for any n 2 m equals the 
set of associated prime ideals of B”‘. 
Introduction 
All rings that we shall consider here are assurlrd to be commutative and with 
identity. If A G L? are rings, we assume that .4 and B have the same identity 
element. By dimension of a ring we mean its Krull dimension. By a proper ideal 
of a ring we mean an ideal which is different from the whole ring. Whenever a set 
A is a subset of a set B and A # B, we denote this symbolically as A C B. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be Luskeviun if each proper ideal of R is the 
intersection of a finite number of primary ideals of R. A ring R is said to be 
strongly Laskerian if R is Laskerian and every primary ideal of R contains a powel 
of its radical [ 1, Chapter IV, pp. 295-2981. 
Let R be a ring and I be an ideal of R. A prime ideal P of R is said to be a 
Bourbaki prime of1 (B-prime of I) if P = I : x for some x E H. A prime ideal P of 
R is sdid to be a weak Bourbaki lxime of I (B,-prime of I) if P is minimal over 
I : a for some a E R. Recall that if I is any proper ideal of a Laskerian ring R and 
if Z=Q,fl.** n Q,, is any irredundant primary decomposition of I, then 
~7...Mz is the set of all B,-primes of I. The set of prime ideals 
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m;. * - .- vm is called the set of associated prime ideals of I and we denote 
this set by Ass(RIZ). Further, if R is a strongly Laskerian ring, then it is known 
that the set of B-primes of I equals the set of B,-primes of Z for any ideal Z of R. 
Let I be any proper ideal of a Laskerian ring R. We denote the set Ass(RIZ”) 
by A(Z, n) for n = 1,2,.?, . . . . Brodmann [2] has shown that for any proper ideal 
Z of a Noetherian ring R there exists a positive integer m depending on I such that 
A(Z, n) = A(Z, m) for all n L m. it is not known whether this result holds for all 
proper ideals of a Laskerian ring. 
In this note we prove that the above-mentioned result of Brodmann holds for 
certain strongly Laskerian rings. 
Main result 
Let A C B be rings with a common ideal 1. Radu has studied conditions under 
which the fact that B is Laskerian (respectively strongly Laskerian) implies that A 
is Laskerian (respectively strongly Laskerian) and vice versa 141. In fact, Radu has 
shown that if B is Laskerian (respectively strongly Laskerian) and if A/Z is a 
zero-dimensional Laskerian ring, then A is Laskerian (respectively strongly 
Laskerian) 14, Theorem 8 and Corollary 91. 
Let R be a Noetherian domain. Let Z be a nonzero, proper ideal of R. Assume 
that for each PE A(Z, l), the associated graded ring of R with respect to P, 
namely the ring @T=. P’/P’+‘, denoted by Gr,(R) is an integral domain. Let 
E = {S: S is a subring gf R, Z C S and S/Z is a zero-dimensional Laskerian ring}. 
From Radu’s Theorem it follows that any S E E is strongly Laskerian. We later 
give examples in which E is nonempty and possesses the further property that E 
contains non-Noetherian rings. We now state and prove the main result. 
Proposition 1. Let S E E. Then for any proper ideal B of S there exists a positive 
integer m. depending on B, such that A(B, n) = A(B, m) for all n 1 m. 
The pr Iof of Proposition 1 needs the following lemmas: 
Lemma 2 (Radu [4, Lemma 61). Let A C B be rings with a common ideal M. Let 
D(M) = {P E Spec(A): PZM) 
and 
D’(M) = (QESpec(Bj: QsfMj. 
Therz Q - Q f~ A is a bijection of D’(M) with D(M). Cl 
Remark 3. With the same hypothesis on A,B as in Lemma 2, it can be easily 
shown that if P, C - - - C P, is a chain of prime ideals in A with P,p’M. then there 
exists a unique chain of prime ideals Q, C - * . C Q, in B such that (2, I-I A = P, for 
i= I,. . . ,f. 
The next two lemmas are elementary but we include their proofs for the sake of 
complett;less. 
Lemma 4. Let A c B be rings with a common ideal M. Let C be an ideal qf A artd 
PE Spec(A) be a B,-prime of C such that Pz M. Then there exists a unique 
B,-prime Q of CB such that Q n A = P. 
Proof. As P E Spec(A) and Pa M, by Lemma 2 there exists a unique Q E 
Spec(B) such that Q p’M and Q n A = P. We show that Q is a B,-prime of CB. 
Since P is a B,V-prime of C, there exists y E A such that P is minima1 over C : ,4y. 
We show that Q is minima1 over CB : Ry. Let b E B be such that by E CB. Thus 
bm E C: Ay G PC Q. Since m gQQ, b E Q. Let m E M\Q. Now (by)m E CRm = 
C(Bm) C CM C C. Further bm E M C A. Thus CB : ,y C Q. If Q’ E Spec(B) is 
such that Q’cQ and Q’>CB:sy, then Q’nAcQnA=P and Q’nA> 
(CB : sy) n A > C : Ay Since P is minimal over C : ~7, it follows that Q’ n A = 
Q tl A. This implies ‘_ Lemma 2 that Q = (2’. We have thus proved that Q is 
minima1 over CB : ,y and so Q is a B,-prime of CB. El 
Lemma 5. Let A c B be rings with a common ideal M. Let C be an ideal of A. Let 
Q E Spec(B) be a B,-prime of CIP WC~ tha: Q p’ M. Then P = Q n A is a 
B,-prime of C. 
Proof. As Q is a B,-prime of CB, there exist-s an element b E B such that Q is 
minima1 over CB : B b. Let m E M\Q. We sho,w that P = Q n A is minimal over 
C : .bm. Let a E A be such that a(bm) E C. .T!len am E CB : .b s Q. As meQ, 
a E Q. Hence a E Q t7 A = P. Thus P > C : .bm. Let P’ E Spec(A) be such that 
P’ C P and P’ 2 C : .bm. As Q p’M, PZM. Hence bp Remark 3 there exists 
Q’ E Spec(B), Q’ 2 Q and Q’ n A = P’. We next observe that Q’ > CB : gb. For 
if y E B is such that yb E CB, then ybm’ E CBm’ = C(Bm’) G CM c C. Hence 
ymEC:.bmcP’(IQ’. As m$ZQ’, YEQ’. Thus Q’zCBzRb. Since Q is 
minima1 over CB : B b, we obtain Q = Q’. Hence P = P’. Thus we have shown 
that P is minima1 over C : .bm. Hence P is a B,-prime of C. Cl 
Lemma 6. Let T C B be domair.s such that B is Noetherian and let M be an ideal 
common to both T and B. Assume that for each Q E Ass(BlM), Gr,(B) is an 
integral domain. Zf Tl M is a zero-dimensional rinc and Spec( T/ M) = { PI M} , then 
for any ideal C of T, C c P, either there exists a positive integer n, such that 
P E A(C, n) for all n 2 n, or there exists a positive integer k, such that Pg 
A(C, n) for all n z k,. 
Proof. By Radu’s Theorem it follows that T is strongly Laskerian. 
If P is the only prime idea1 of T containing C, then it follows that A(C, 1) = 
A(C, H) = {P} for all n z 1. So we may suppose that mere exists W E Spec( T), 
W r> C and W # P. Hence P # (0) and W P(M. Now by Lemma 2 there exists 
W’ESpec(B), W'ZM and W’fl T= W. Notice that CB G IV’. ThusCB # B. As 
B is Noetherian there exists a positive integer II, such that A(CB, n) = A(CB, n,) 
for all n Z n,,. 
Since P/M is a nilpotent idea1 sf TIM, it follows that P"' C M for some integer 
t, 2 1. It may happen that C’ C (CB)’ for all I z 1. In this case we show that 
P E A( C, t) for all t 2 t,. Let t 2 I,,. We have 
(CL?)' c (CB)'" c (PB)‘” = P'"'B c MB = M . 
Let y, E (CB)‘\C’. Then y, E M C T. Further, 
P“‘y& My,c_ M(CB)‘= MC'B = C'(MB)= C'MC C’ . 
Thus P”’ c C’ : ,y, C T. Since P is a maximal ideal of T, it follows that 
P = j/c': *y, . 
Thus P E A(C, t) for all c 2 I,,. 
We next consider tire case in whicn C? = (Cd)“” for some k,, L 1. In this case 
(CB)’ = Ch for all ‘: L k,,. Let 
A(CB,n)= A(CB,n,,)= {N,,...,N,} 
for all n 2 n,. If NizM for eachj = 1,. . . , u, then we show that P$A(C, n) for 
all n z (n, + k,,). Let n 2 (n, + k,)). Then C” = (CB))“. Let (CB)” = Y, fl- - - f~ Y, 
be an irredundant primary decomposition of (CB)” in B. By Lemma 5, Nj n T E 
A(C,n) forj=l,..., uandbyLemma2,Nit7T#NjflTfori, jE{l,...,v}, 
i Z j. Therefore, 
c” = (Y;, n T) n - - - n (Y, n T) 
is an irredundant primary decomposition of C” in T. Hence it follows that 
A(C,n)= {N, rl T,...,N,, f7 T} 
for all n 2 (n,, + k,,). As Ni fl T # P for each j = 1, . . . , u, we obtain PgA(C, n) 
for all n 2 (K,, + k,,). So we may assume that Nj,, > M for some j. E { 1, . . . , v}. 
When this holds, we show that there exists a positive integer s such that 
PE A(C.n) for all nzs. 
Let M = ‘7, fl - - - rl q,f be an irredundant primary decomposition of M in B. Let 
Ass(BIM) = {IV,, . . . , 
i=l,.... 
W,,}. By hypothesis Gr,,;(B) is an integral domain for 
h. There exist positive integers ~2, such that WY1 c (I, for i = 1, . . . , h. 
Hence we obtain that WY’ fl - * * n WY’, c M. Let s = (k,, + II,, -t M, + . . - + )?I,,). 
Let m’=m,+.** + m,*. Let n 2 s. Now Ni,,E A(CB, n). So there exists 6 E B 
such that Il\,, = (CB)” : 
some i,,E{l,. . . 
gb = C” : ,b. As N,,,> M, it follows that A$, > W;,, for 
, h}. We have N,,,b c C” C C” C P’. Thus 
We now show that b E W’,“l+’ n - - - n W;:‘k+‘. We have W,,,b 5 W:::‘+‘. Since B is 
a Noetherian domain and W;,, # (0), W,,, # Wt,. Let x E Wi,,\Wi,. We claim that 
b E W;:“‘. Let, if possible, b $WE’+‘. Let O~u<m’+l be such that by 
W~,\W~~,+‘. Let a, = x + Wi’,, a2 = b + W;,+‘. Note that a,. a, are nonzero ele- 
ments of Gr, (B). 
W,,,b c_ W;;“’ ” 
Now ala2 = xb + WE,+‘. We have L( + 25 m’ + 2. From 
we obtain xb E Wt:‘i’ C Wt+‘. Hence a,a2 equals the zero element 
of Gr, (B). This contradicts the assumption that Gr,,, 
So we”obtain that b E Wt’+‘. 
‘11 
(B) is an integral domain. 
bEIVy’+‘. 
Next let iE (1,. . . , h}, i# i,,. We claim that 
If W,.,, C Wi, we obtain that b E WY’+‘. So we may assume that 
W,,,g Wi . We have 
Wi,,b c W:,I’+l . 
Let z E W’,JWi. In fact we show that b E WY +‘. Let, if possible, b$WW:“+‘. 
LetO%u<m’+2besuchthatbEW:‘\W:‘+‘.Letx,=z+W,,x-=b+W:“‘. 
Then x,, x2 are nonzero elements of Gr,(B). Now x,x, = zb + Ie”+l. We have 
u + 1 I m’ + 2. From W,,,b C W:,l’+’ we obtain that bz E W:,1’+? C WY+‘. ;hus 
xix, equals the zero element of Gr,(B). This contradicts the assumption that 
Gr,,(B) is an integral domain. Therefore b E I’v’~‘+’ C Wql’+‘. Thus 
b E Wll”“’ n . . . n W;‘+’ C_ W;tl n . . . f-j WY/l c M . 
Hence b E T. From ‘v,,,b 5 C” we obtain Pb C C” and so P = C” : Tb. This proves 
that P E A(C, n) for all n z s. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. Cl 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let S E E and let B be any proper idea1 of S. 
As S/Z is a zero-dimensional Laskerian ring, Spec(SII) is a finite set consisting 
of all the maxima1 ideals of S/Z. Let 
Spec(SII) = (Pi/l, . . . , P,lI} . 
We have to discuss two cases. 
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cm? 1: B~P,lJ-*UP,. 
Let pi Spec(S) b.: such that B C P. Then PZZ. Hence by Lemma 2 there 
exists Q E Spec(R), (2 p’Z and Q rl S = P. Note that Q > BR. Thus BR is a 
proper ideal of R. As is a Noetherian ring there exists a positive integer 1 such 
that A(BR, n) = A(B 2 t. We now show that A(B, n) = A(B, t) for 
all n 2 t. 
Let A(BR, t) = {Q,, . . . , Q,,}. Let nkr. Notice that Q,zZ for i= 1,. . . ,h. 
AS Qi E A(BR, n), by Lemma 5, Qi n S E A(B, n) for i = 1, . . . , h. By Lemma 
2, QinS#QjnS for i,jE{l,..., h}, ifj. Thus {QlnS ,..., QlznS}G 
A(B, 12). Conversely let NE A(B, n). Then Nji~‘i, Hence by Lemma 4 there 
exists N’ E A(BR, n> such that N’ fl S = _N. Notice that _N’ = Qi for some i E 
{l,... , h). Therefore _N = Q; fl S. Thus we obtain A(B, n) = {Q, Cl S, . . . , 
Q,, fl S} for each n 2 t. 
C-use 2: B c P, U . _ - U Pi. 
NO-W BcPi for sozc iC{cl,.,. I. 1 7 fij- rallbl u JuILG”lr IWUIIUL. Aftnr Q r.Gt~kl3 ro9rr9ngemefit of -pi’s 
(j=l,.... k) we may assume that P,, . . . , Pf (1 ‘$5 k) contain B. It may 
happen that B is not contained in any prime ideal P of S such that PZZ. In such a 
situation P,, . . . , Pf are the only prime ideals of S which contain B and they are 
all minimal over B. Hence it follows that A(B, 1) = A(B, n) = {P,, . . . , Pf} for 
all nrl. 
We next consider the case in which there exists N E Spec(S), NZZ and N 2 B. 
By Lemma 2, there exists N’E Spec(Z?), N’ZZ and N’ f7 S = N. Notice that 
Iv’Zbri ‘hus BR # R. Since R is a Noetherian ring there exists a positive 
integer rzO such that A(BR, n) = A(BR, n,,) for all n L n,. We next show that 
A(B, n) n D(Z) = A(B, n,,) fl D(Z) 
for all n 2 n,, where D(Z) = {PESpec(S): PZZ}. 
Let P E A(B, n) n D(Z). By Lemma 4, there exists a unique Q E A(BR, n) = 
A(BR, tzo) such that Q n S = P. As Q E A(BR, n,) and Qp’Z, by Lemma 5, 
P = Q r-~ SE A(B, n,). Thus 
A(B, n) r-7 :-YZ) c A(B, n,) fl D(Z). 
Similarly it can be shoii o that 
A(B, n,) n D(Z) c A(B, n) n D(Z). 
Thus 
(1) A(B, n) fl D(Z) = A(B, n,) n D(Z) for all n 2 n,) . 
Foreachicl,... , f, let Si = S,, Ri = R,,,,, Zi = Z5+,, and Bi = B,. ~~CC~CC that 
Rj is a Noetherian domain, Z, is an ideal common to both Ri and S; and Sill, is a 
zero-dimensional ring with 
Spec(S,/Z,) = {P,S,II,} for i = 1, . . . , f . 
Also for any QEASS(R$l,), Q = N.r,P, for some NE Ass(RI1) and Gr,(R,)= 
(GrN(R))S,P. is an integral domain for i = 1. . . . , f. Thus by Lemma 6. corre- 
sponding to ‘any i E { 1, . . . , f}, either there exists a positive integer fzi such that 
P;S; E A(Bi, n) for all n 2 n, or there exists a positive integer k, such that 
PJ, @A(B,, n) for all n 1 k,. Since PJ, and Bi are localizations of F,.B with 
respect to S\P,, it follows that 
(II) for any iE{l,... , f}, either there exists a positive integer 11; such 
that Pi E A(B, n) for all n 2 12~ or there exists a positive integer ki such 
that P,$f’A(B, it) for all 11 ?k;. 
From (I) and (II) it follows that there exists a positive integer nz depending on 
B such that A(B, n) = A(B, m) for all n E m. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. Cl 
Example 7. Let K be a field and X,, X,, . . . , X,, be indeterminates over K. Let 
R = K[X,, X2,. . . , X,l]. Let PESpec(R) be such that P is generated by an 
R-regular sequence. Now by [3, 16.D, 16.F], it follows that P”’ is a P-primary 
ideal of R for all nz 2 1. Hence P”‘R, n R = P”’ for all m 2 1. Note that R, is a 
regular local ring by [3, Theorem 401. Hence by 13, Theorem 351 we obtain that 
GrPRp(RP) is an integral domain. As Gr,(R) is isomorphic to a subring of 
GrPRp(RP), Gr,(R) is also an integral domain. Let S = K + P”‘, where m is any 
positive integer. Then by Proposition 1 it follows that for any proper ideal F! of S 
there exists a positive integer I, such that the set of associated prime ideals of B’ 
for any t L t, equals the set of associated prime ideals of B4! Further, by [S. 
Proposition 1.11. S is Noetherian if and only if height P = n. 
Assume n = 2. Let P E Spec(R) = Spec(K[X, , X2]). P # (0). Then P is gener- 
ated by sn R-regular sequence. So Gr,(R) is an integral domain. Hence for any 
rlonzero proper ideLl I of R, the ring S = K f I is such that the rings S C R satisfy 
the hypothesis of Proposition 1. 
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